Week beginning

ARC

TFTW: Storytelling Church School
and Worship
Language
Opportunities

Assembly

St Elizabeth Anne
Seton
The Prodigal Son
(acceptance)

Faith: New Years
Resolutions
Excellence: Health
and wellbeing
exercise
Kindness: Online
relationships and
safety

4.01.2021

Attendance

11.01.2021

Rewards

18.01.2021

Behaviour

25.01.2021

Attendance

1.02.2021

Rewards

8.02.2021

Behaviour

15.02.2021

Rewards

celebrating
difference
healthy
relationships that
dignify others
celebrating
difference

World Religion
Day:
“Peace and
gladness in every
home is a peace
for the society,
nation and the
world.”
― Lailah Gi y
Akita
Phillipians 2:3 "Do healthy
nothing out of
relationships that
selfish ambition or dignify others
vain conceit.
Rather in humility
value others above
yourself"

Excellence Student
Council Assembly ‐
respect and
restoration

practising
forgiveness and
reconciliation
healthy
relationships that
dignify others
2 Corinthians 5:17 cherising yourself
and others as
"Therefore, if
anyone is in Christ, unique and
the new creation wonderfully made
has come: The old
has gone, the new
is here!"

Faith: Peer on peer
abuse

Global citizenship

Mark 1:40‐45 ‐
Jesus heals the
man with leprosy
Desmond Tutu

British Values

Character

Tolerance

perseverance

Academy Events

PSHE Dropdown

PSHE Theme

Yr 7 Diversity

Yr 8 Discrimination

Yr 9 Respectful relationships

Yr 10 Healthy relationships

Yr 11 Communication in
relationships

Living in a diverse society

Relationship values and the role of
pleasure in relationships
Myths, assumptions and
misconceptions about sex, gender
and relationships
The opportunities and risks of
forming relationships online

Core values and emotions

Individual Liberty esteem

Identity, rights and
responsibilities

How to manage influences on
beliefs and decisions
What is group‐think and
persuasion

Different types of families and
parenting
Positive relationships at home

The Rule of Law;
Mutual Respect

courtesy

How to challenge prejudice,
stereotypes and discrimination

How to develop self‐worth and
efficacy

Ways to reduce youth
homelessness

Democracy

restoration

The signs of bullying

Gender identity ‐ transphobia and
gender based discrimination

Conflict and its causes in the family How to manage the impact of the
and friendships
media and pornography on sexual
attitudes, expectations and
behaviours

How to unhandle unwanted
attention, including online

How to challenge harassment
and stalking, including online

Year 10 SRE

Relationships

The Rule of Law;
Mutual Respect
and tolerance
Kindness: Emotional Individual liberty
wellbeing

consideration

The effects of bullying

How to recognise and challenge
homophobia

Conflict resolution strategies

Legal implications of consent
including manipulation, coercion
and capacity
How to recognise and respond to
pressure, coercion, exploitation and
victim blaming
What is asexuality, abstinence and
celibacy

attitude

How to repond to bullying
including online

How to recognise and challenge
racism

How to manage relationship and
family changes inclusing divorce

Excellence: Rewards

recognition

How to support others

How to recognise and challenge
religious discrimination

How to access support for family
conflict

society

Health and puberty
Healthy lifestyle choices
(exercise, diet and dental)

Emotional wellbeing
Attitudes towards mental health

Healthy lifestyle
Exploring Influence
The relationship between physical Positive and negative role models
and mental health

Individual Liberty nurture

The Importance of Sleep

Balancing work, leisure and sleep

The rule of Law

Self‐dsicipline

Managing influence ‐ caffeine,
smoking and alcohol

How to challenge myths and
stigma
Daily wellbeing ‐ diet, exercise,
sleep

Democracy

Citizenship

Gender identity, expression and
sexual orientation
How to communicate assertively

Unhealthy, exploitative and
abusive relationships
How to access support in
abusive relationships and
overcome challenegs in
accessing support.

Half term
22.02.2021

Attendance

Anansi and the pot wisdom
of wisdom

1.03.2021

Rewards

Zen Story

8.03.2021

Behaviour

15.03.21

Attendance

22.03.21

Behaviour

29.03.21

Rewards

wisdom

Faith: How to be
happy and safe
Proverbs 20:18
cherishing yourself Kindness: Healthy
“Plans are
and others as
lifestyle ‐ addiction
established by
unique and
and support
seeking advice; so wonderfully made
if you wage war,
obtain guidance.”
Luke 5: 20 "When Disagreeing well
Student Council
Jesus saw their
Assembly ‐ sacrifice
faith, he said,
and forgiveness
'Friend, your sins
are forgiven.'”
dignity
Keeping safe:
Proverbs 10:9
Criminal exploitation
"Whoever walks in
integrity walks
securely, but
whoever takes
crooked paths will
be found out."
Romans 12:15
cherising yourself Excellence: Rewards
"Rejoice with those and others as
who rejoice"
unique and
wonderfully made

Democracy

The rule of Law

Year 7 Puberty
and SRE

trust

responsiveness

Year 10 RE?

Health and
Wellbeing

How to make informed healthy
eating decisions

Independence
How to manage assess risk and
safety in new independent
situations
Emergency First aid skills

The media's perception and th
eimpact on gang culture
The impact of alcohol and drugs on How to asess emergency and
persoanl safety, families and the
non emergency situations
wider community.

Puberty ‐ physical and emotional How to manage emotions
changes

How to manage influences on body How drugs and alochol affect
image
decision making

Link between lifestyle and come
cancers, vaccinations and
immunisations

How to recognise and respond
to unwanted contact

How to make independent health
choices

How to manage influence and
risks realtinmg to cosmetic and
aesthetic body alterations

How to develop digital resilience

How tomanage peer influence in
relation to substances, gangs and
crime

FGM and how to access help and Healthy and unhealthy coping
Taking increased responsibility for Exit strategies for pressurised and
dangerous situations
support
strategies (including self‐harm and physical health ‐ self checking
eating disorders)

Accessing support ‐ self
examinations, sexual health
clinics and other services

